How Jim Won America’s Heart
An Inseparable Team
by Cal Ferrari, Editor

There be some that claim the reporting in the Guccie Times is “child-like and unprofessional.” They say that sometimes we use bad run-on sentences, bad grammar, misspellings and we tell white lies. But we always have the top articles. Mr. Guccione says, “I think the girls like what we do here. That’s all that matters. Most of the time we tell the truth.”

It seems that Robinson was the chosen one—the public face for this Mafia. Although he doesn’t particularly care for it, he says, “It’s better than living in poverty. Most of the world only has the hand-drawn mug of me, unless, of course, they take pics without permission. That’s not a good idea.”

Although Robinson was put on a 5-year felony probation sentence by the “grey area” conviction of Judge Roger McDonough of the Albany County Courthouse, the Guccie Times instructs him how to still work for Jim while remaining within the confines of his order.

BS Attorney Michael Fields, CDPC Albany, NY
Legal Professional Serving Slave Masters

Michael Fields ha been the BS Attorney for the Mental Hygiene Legal Service and holds his office proudly at the Capital District Psychiatric Center (CDPC) building in Albany, NY near to the Albany Medical Center. Mike has known Robinson for over 20 years and has represented him in court numerous times for the matter of Assisted Outpatient Treatment (AOT).

AOT is illegal in the Republic. The republic is protected by the Guccie UZI. Mike tags the credit BS because he, like Abelove, wastes taxpayers money by never really representing his clients by pleading for them. He only mediates between the court and the psychiatrist as he is backed by the hospital. Mike never really wins AOT cases. He certainly never won Robinson’s. And Mike has a way of calling Jim “crazy” and reminding Jim of his behavior when he is manic concerning his childhood trauma. Jim’s “psychiatrist” Dr. DiLullo wants to discuss Jim’s childhood trauma and claims he can get it out of him using his leverage with McDonough’s one year prison term for violating his probation. This, of course, is worse than the AOT punishment of “having to go the hospital and being picked up by filthy cops.”

Robinson has placed a call with Fields to ask him legal advice: does he loose his rights as a mental health patient in NY state if he is on probation, or is that only AOT law?

Good Bob, a bounty hunter for the state of NY, may also opt to have Mike Fields office and phone calls bugged to protect Jim Robinson from his abuse.

For some unknown reason, the general public utterly refuses to buy from Jim’s residual income base, his FAA website. The Raising of the Flag on Iwo Jima is an example of sound war documentary that has been refused by the public. Why? Is it a definite indication that we are not really a Christian nation anymore? But then, not even Christians buy form Jim’s site. Americans buy every other décor for their homes. There is a good chance that the police have hacked into his cart to prevent sales.
We here at the Guccie Times believe that a great amount of news never makes it to the public presses because the Upper Classes want to present a certain romantic to the American people, a romantic that is geared toward the rise of their wealthy class over the poor and working class using the middle class as pawns. They want a master-slave society. Many murders allegedly go unrecorded by American law enforcement yet make their way to the free-porn on the internet. Is that deliberate?

Recently, a Guccie Times delegate heard through the grapevine that there would be a torture chamber in Little Italy. He said, “If I found it, I would clean it up and get rid of all of the periferilia. There would be no evidence of it having been used, yet. It seems like the kind of thing that Jim Guccione would do to prepare for his revenge on the Twin Towers. We don’t appreciate the way the Muslims are beheading the Christians because Robinson is a Christian. There are a lot of things Jim never tells us.”

Should NYC be concerned about a new kind of Muslim terrorism on its common people? Is it something the NYPD boasts that they will help us with, but maybe the Muslim is a cop savage based in the Jesuit Priest’s Muslim idol worship? Isn’t that the same kind of idol we found at DiCarlo’s in Colonie, NY when Officer Murphy brutally arrested Jim Robinson on a false toy gun charge (see Guccie Times Issue 17, p5)? How does the common man of the inner city prepare himself for this kind of alleged deviance and betrayal by his own government? We’ve already seen it among the professional society using case files of patients to abuse them with medications and legal liabilities (see article on p3). The Guccie Times warns the common man to be prepared.

Does Jim Guccione seek revenge on the Muslim Terrorist? There are many Muslims living in New York City. The likings of a torture chamber may be planned by Jim Guccione and found by the Guccie Times investigative staff in lower Manhattan.

Anton LaVey’s Carbon Copy
A Bad Cop’s Savage Kingdom
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

Since Robinson’s excommunication from Savoy’s on Lark Street in Albany, Savoy has posted placards for bands that have upcoming gigs there. One of those bands posted a LaVey carbon Copy involving a female organ and the eye (see pic to right), displayed proudly and publicly. This could be a mark for a Albany Police Poor Officer to bring the savages out of hiding, especially those who frequent he Shocker Tattoo for decoration.

Although the Guccie Times feels this is a matter of mob racketeering on the account of the owner of Savoy, we still have no proof of this. Is he also running slaves in Albany, patronizing them in his store with alcohol and promiscuity? Or is he against that kind of thing and has no choice but to present the placard at the whim of the mob boss, much like Susan in Jim’s case was allegedly forced to burglarize his debit card and go on a spending spree?

It is alleged that these kinds of placards start the worship service of LaVey slaves in their attempts to kidnap and sacrifice the girl, and the cop makes it possible. It must be understood that not all cops have slave kingdoms. As a matter of fact, we believe that many good cops reasonably oppose LaVey, possibly like Malloy, Jim’s cop business acquaintance in Troy.

Robinson warned the former Valentine’s years ago with his posting on Chestnut and Lark about the fate of the Jezebel girl, but he cops quickly took down the public cry.
Can the UZI Conquer the Panther?
Second-Guessing the Martial Arts
by Cal Ferarri

In a past issue we explained to the public how Jim Robinson had a lasting relationship with the former Floyd Patterson, the world heavyweight champion of boxing. He trained at his gym in New Paltz years ago. But these days Jim is not doing much training.

“The kicks I used to do and all of the work with my shoulders left a mark on my body. I have problems with my knees now. I really can’t throw anymore,” says Jim. But he set himself up for a bout with Ciro and later with the Hudson Duster, and in the ghetto you can’t go back on your word. Mr. Guccione said, “We make rules for the ghetto, the ghetto doesn’t make rules for us. Jim will get his fight if he wants it. If not he will have his UZI. He will use it with his badge on any cop who choses to raise up a slave kingdom on Lark or in Troy with his bounty hunter’s badge. Jim will be arresting cops, or at least give orders for cops to arrest cops.”

But, can Jim learn to fight again? H says, “It’s possible. I’m willing to try if I can just find a trainer. I don’t get much respect at the Albany Boxing Club. Mr. Guccione calls them all “niggers”. They treat me like a ghetto kid. I haven’t been too successful at the karate school because I have problems with my feet. My diet isn’t the greatest. I simply don’t have anyone taking care of me. I spend a lot of my time assembling the newsletters and doing things for Jim’s Mafia, and I don’t always have the time to train. But, maybe, if Jim can find me the time, I can train again. I’ve become more attached to the UZI really. I just need the Apollyon now.”

Jim has to dodge the APD and TPD because he says they are always looking for reason to accuse him to his probation officer out of jealousy for his UZI. Just recently he was met with a male unidentified probation officer that tried to use cop psychology to drive him with a fear of cops again. He says, “I’m really getting used to it. They don’t have anything on me.”

Dr. Dilullo’s Alleged Bribes for Slavedom
Using Psychiatry to Classically Condition the Poor
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

“He loves to hear a man plead.” This is what Jim Guccione first said about Samaritan Hospital Psychiatrist Dr. DiLullo when he rehearsed the hidden audio from Dr. Dilullo’s office last week. This was the “appointment” Robinson had with DiLullo where the doc felt it necessary to prescribe some additional meds because of Jim’s confidence in a local coffee house. Robinson was trying to work out a childhood trauma and consequently left behind some “tell-all” “help-me” notes and drawings in the restaurant. These notes were then betrayed to the doc and Jim’s probation officer. It seems like the betrayal was twofold. Robinson understands his error clearly, but he says that the coffee house never threw him out. They just told him to stop leaving behind notes.

“I’ve gotten used to it, “ says Jim. “I just have to get my meds back down. I know that Mr. Guccione will do that for me. I am a valued voluntary employee for him.”

This scenario is an example of what Dilullo wants to do to the poor people of Troy. He is bran new at the Samaritan Behavioral Health Clinic, and we do not feel he has proved himself. We are asking the public to sign a petition to have him impeached. It must also be understood that Dr. DiLullo may be looking at some criminal malpractice charges. “Jim made it clear to his doctor that the coffee problem was resolved, but the doc reused to have mercy on his plea,” says Mr. Guccione.

See negation in issue 38.